HUMAN RIGHTS
ISSUE

EXAMPLE

CONCRETE CASE

Freedom from slavery

Workers on sporting event construction sites who are not
paid their wages on time, in full and who are not able to
leave their job if they choose

Qatar World Cup 2022

Freedom from
discrimination

Players who are faced with racist or homophobic remarks

Racism in English football

Eligibility criteria for competitions can discriminate against
female athletes with differences of sexual developments

Caster Semenya case

Right to protest

Fans or local communities subjected to police violence for
protesting peacefully

Beijing 2008

Right to equal pay for
equal work

Female athletes whose prize money is often significantly
less than men’s

FIFA women’s World Cup

Below minimum wage salaries for migrant workers on
MSE construction sites

2018 FIFA World Cup

Freedom of religion

Female athletes denied the ability to participate in sport
because they wear a hijab

Noor Abukaram

Right to remedy by a
competent tribunal

Lack of access to remedy for human rights violations on
sport

Abuse of Child Athletes in Japan

Lack of access to justice creating a culture of fear for
Tokyo 2020 construction workers

BWI report

Freedom of expression Athletes removed from the competition or from the team
due to statements or acts of protest

Colin Kaepernick

Freedom from cruel,
inhuman or degrading
treatment or
punishment

Coaches using extreme training practices leading to injury
or restricting access to food

Mary Cain

Freedom from
arbitrary
arrest/detention

Increased political crackdowns seen around large events
as more countries use “sportswashing” as a means to
justify autocratic regimes.

Saudi Arabia F1

Right to housing

Displacement of residents due to construction and
demolitions regarding MSEs

Rio Olympic Games 2016

Child rights & sport

Child labour in MSE supply chains

Olympic merchandise for the 2008
Beijing Olympic Games

Cases of mental, physical, and sexual child abuse in sports

Gymnastics

Inclusion of indigenous people in delivering MSEs

Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth
Games Reconciliation Action Plan

(Land) Rights of
indigenous people

